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Abstract 
 

Effective communication helps in conveying message with clarity and purpose. 

Sign language is used by the hard-of-hearing community to communicate using 

hand signs along with lip movement, facial expression, and body pose. Sign 

language is not universal and differs from country to country. British Sign Language 

used in the UK is recognised as an official language. There is a disproportionate 

number of registers interpreters to the BSL users which calls for the importance of 

having an electronic recognition system bridging the communication gap between 

hard-of-hearing and non-signers. A real-time vision-based sign language 

recognition system is developed using the techniques of computer vision and deep 

learning architecture to recognise fingerspelling and six BSL words. The proposed 

system used OpenCv for capturing the frames, MediaPipe framework to extract the 

features of the hands and built the LSTM models to predict the signs. The data is 

collected and trained for both left-hand and right-hand signers. The overall testing 

accuracy of 26 fingerspelling is 94.23% and six words is 99.07%. Real-time testing 

accuracy of 86% is obtained for fingerspelling. A graphical user interface is 

developed for the signers to interact with the developed system for real-time 

signing. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Hand Signs are used in regular daily existence for conveying a message where 

voice commands are not feasible. A few examples can be quoted from everyday 

life, for instance, an umpire during a cricket match uses different hand gestures to 

communicate with the team. Traffic control hand signals are helpful in busy traffic 

zones. The ability to communicate meaningfully and effectively is a significant skill 

associated with daily activities. People with unclear speech use a unique language 

called Makaton which uses hand signs along with speech. However, a section of 

the deaf-mute population in the world uses hand signs along with lip movement, 

facial expression, and body pose for communication. This visual means of 

communication used by the deaf-mute or people with hearing impairments is called 

Sign Language. 

History shows that in 1620, the first instructional book in Madrid was published for 

the deaf by Spanish priest Juan Pablo de Bonet, the pioneer of education for the 

deaf. In 1771, the first free public school for the deaf named National Institute for 

Deaf-Mutes was established by Abbe Charles Michel de L’Epee, a French Catholic 

priest who used signs to teach his students French. 

Like any other natural language, sign language has its own vocabulary, syntax, 

and expression. Due to its linguistic complexity, good training and practice are 

expected for deciphering the signs. There are famous inspiring personalities whose 

first language is sign language and achieved incredible success. William Ellsworth 

Hoy, an American Major Baseball player is credited with inventing the hand signs 

in baseball. Marlee Matlin, the only deaf actor who won the Golden Globe and 

Academy awards is worth quoting. 

Sign languages are used globally, and 70 million people are estimated as deaf by 

the World Federation of the Deaf. Gesture-based communication is not the same 

around the globe, 200+ sign languages are being used by the hard-of-hearing 

community over the world. Out of which 41 countries have accepted sign language 

https://www.startasl.com/abbe-de-lepee/
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as an official language. In addition to these facts, September 23rd is observed as 

the International Day of Sign language by the United Nation. Figure 1 adopted from 

an article by (Traynor 2017), illustrates the distribution of sign language families 

around the world. 

 
Figure 1-Distribution of different Sign Languages (Traynor, 2017) 

 

Sign language cannot be generalised as it is not universal and differs from country 

to country and region to region. Every nation has its own sign language for 

instance, American Sign language (ASL) spoken by the deaf community in United 

states and few of the English-speaking parts of Canada uses single hand for finger 

spellings however the British Sign Language (BSL) used in Britain involves the use 

of both the hands to denote an alphabet except for the letter ‘c.’ BSL is part of 

BANZSL or British, Australian and New Zealand Sign Language family that uses 

two-hand finger spelling and used in Britain. BANZSL shares not may signs with 

ASL and shows around 30% of similarity. An experienced signer or human 

translator helps in understanding the sign language used in a region. As per the 

information given in British Deaf Association there are 151,000 individuals using 

BSL in the UK and 87,000 of these are deaf users. According to the information 

shared by National Registers of Communication Professionals working with Deaf 

and Deafblind People (NRCPD) shows there are 908 registered sign language 
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interpreters, 234 trainee sign language interpreters (TSLI) in the UK and 11 

registered sign language translators. 

In 2003, UK government has recognised BSL as official minority language like 

other minority language like Gaelic and Welsh. As per the data available in the UK 

government website, the Private Member’s Bill introduced by Rosie Cooper MP on 

16th June 2021, the BSL Bill has passed on its third reading in the House of Lords. 

This bill will recognise BSL as a language of England, Wales, and Scotland in its 

own right.  

Recently in 2014, The Guardian detailed the news of a deaf couple who raised their 

grievance at a hospital for the lack of interpreter. An inexpensive electronic 

interpretation system can complement the person-to-person interpretation. Today 

there are applications that can convert a text/audio in one language to another, 

however sign language which is not in a written text format cannot be added with 

such applications. Moreover, the facts and findings elucidated in this section 

depicts the difficulty faced by the people using sign language to communicate with 

the public.  

1.1 Research question 
 

The unbalanced number of interpreters to the BSL users highlights the need for an 

easy inexpensive electronic system that can perceive the signs. Research is 

persistently conducted in sign language recognition, however little or less work is 

available for the BSL system. Hence the BSL recognition system development is 

chosen as the area of interest to add inputs and find techniques to solve the 

problem of hand sign recognition. 

 

The research question raised from the facts and statistics is ‘Can Artificial 

Intelligence and machine learning be applied in real-time visual recognition 

of British Sign Language?’  
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A real-time Sign Language Recognition (SLR) system enabling the user to convert 

the hand signs to text can be developed using the concepts of artificial intelligence 

and machine learning techniques. 

 

1.2 Aim  
 

The fundamental aim of this project is to develop a system that can recognize the 

BSL hand signs and convert them to text and speech helping a deaf-mute user to 

translate the signs without the assistance of an interpreter. 

 

The alphabets (A-Z) are spelled with both hands and the method is called 

fingerspelling. Fingerspelling helps in signing names using alphabets, introducing 

words with no equivalent sign, convey new concepts like computer mouse BSL is 

not all about finger spelling as there are different other dialects used to denote 

words and phrases. 

 

A well-trained BSL recognition system will be helping the user in multiple ways in 

everyday life, below are a few use cases of a BSL recognition system: 

• Help to bridge the communication gap between the deaf-mute and verbally 

speaking community 

• The system can also assist the user to communicate with shop assistants 

while shopping 

• The system can help a user in places like drive-thru and other kiosks 

• BSL system can also help a user in public transport  

• Assistance at ticket booking counters  

 

1.3 Objectives 
  

The key objectives of this work are listed below. 

1. Develop a vision-based application to correctly detect the trained BSL signs 

in real-time. 
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2. Create a new BSL dataset with required signs for the study and discover 

solutions for challenges of data collection like hand detection, lighting, 

cluttered background, etc. 

 

3. Detect the region of interest and extract the key features by solving the 

challenges of traditional image pre-processing techniques like hand 

segmentation, edge detection, and skin colour handling should be 

investigated to bring out a solution for processing the frames.  

 

4. The system should be able to work for both right-hand and left-hand users. 

The sign language users can be either right-handed or left-handed, that is, 

the dominant hand of the user could be either right or left. The system should 

be able to recognize the signs from both category of users. 

 

5. Implementation of Video Classification: Since sign language involves the 

classification of visual images, hence machine learning techniques and 

deep learning models for training these frames should be applied. The 

methods and concepts learned in the course will be leveraged to achieve 

this objective along with feature extraction technique (MediaPipe 

framework), and deep learning models like LSTM, GRU for modelling. 

 

6. Evaluation of the developed model: The model should be able to meet 

defined success metrics where the accuracy score and confusion matrix- F1 

Score, Recall, Precision. The accuracy of not less than 90% for the test data 

is expected as success. For the critical evaluation of the model, the ability 

to oversee the different classes in real-time will be verified. 
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1.4 Project Plan 
 

The planned duration, start and end date of each stage is marked in the Gantt chart 

as shown in figure 2. The project plan has helped in the development and 

successful completion of the project.  

 

 

Figure 2- Project Plan 

 

Following this introductory part are core sections that focuses on achieving the aim 

by covering the objectives of the work.  

 

• Chapter 2 Literature Review, synthesise the previous works and latest 

techniques and methods used in SLR.  

• Chapter 3 Methodology elaborates the implementation process and adopted 

methods.  

• Chapter 4 Results illustrates the outcomes obtained for the implementation  

• Chapter 5 Discussion justifies the results for deriving conclusions. 

• Chapter 6 Conclusion summaries the work  

• Chapter 7 Limitations of the current work and scope for future expansion are 

noted. 
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2. Literature Review 
 

This section outlines the previous works and related findings for sign language 

recognition. The works related to the stages of development of a SLR system, 

common and traditional methods of implementation and the latest techniques and 

improvements discovered to handle the challenges of SLR are reviewed 

systematically.  

 

2.1 Artificial Intelligence & Computer Vision 
 

According to (IBM Cloud Education 2020), artificial intelligence (AI) uses 

computers to solve issues and make decisions like humans. The two major subsets 

of AI, Machine learning deep learning are employed to address complex problems. 

Deep learning can handle unstructured datasets like audio or video to solve 

supervised and unsupervised machine learning problems utilising neural networks 

and related algorithms. Computer vision is an AI technology aiming at developing 

frameworks and systems that can derive information from visual inputs captured 

by sensing devices. The machine learning algorithms can learn the patterns in the 

derived data for making predictions. 

 

2.2 Stages of SLR system development 
 

Sign language is not universal hence continuous investigation and research is 

carried out in the domain of SLR utilising the methods and techniques of AI and 

machine learning. There are several steps involved in developing a SLR system 

namely, data acquisition, pre-processing, detection of region of interest, feature 

identification and extraction, classification, and real time prediction.  

 

First stage of SLR is data acquisition, the techniques used are broadly classified 

into vision-based and sensor-based method. (Ebrahim Al-Ahdal and Nooritawati 

2012) has mentioned three methods for sign capturing: 
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• Vision-based: Computer vision and image processing techniques are used 

for detection. The challenges faced in this method are the noise like lighting, 

background, colour matching. Additionally, the vast computation and low 

detection confidence for signs with over lapping of hands. 

• Data glove: Special glove with sensor to detect hands and tracker to detect 

location and movement with high reliability and eliminates pre-processing. 

However, this is inconvenient for the user to wear gloves and hinders the 

natural movement. 

• EMG (electromyography): Sensor based method measures the electrical 

signals from muscle cells for detecting movements. Feature extraction, and 

pre-processing are difficult with this method and may include complex 

noise. 

 

Next complex step is the pre-processing and feature extraction from the acquired 

images. (Suharjito et al. 2018) has presented a review on effective and compatible 

feature extraction methods.  

• For hand segmentation edge detection methods like canny edge detector, 

elliptical Fourier descriptors can determine the edges and detect hands. 

Other methods are and skin detection combining with hand motion to 

distinguish hands from other area.  

• Glove-based method can eliminate the complexity of feature extraction with 

help of sensors and accelerometers. However, the natural human 

interaction and convenience is hampered.  

• Principal component analysis (PCA) is another dimensionality reduction 

technique to obtain the important features and simplifying the dataset.  

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Algorithm is a robust method 

handling rotation, translation, and scaling variations. Serial Particle Filter 

suited for tracking both hands with improvement in noise reduction.  

• Microsoft Kinect SDK is a 3D senor camera highly efficient to process every 

motion independent of lighting condition.  
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• Leap motion controller (LMC) is a sensor-based technique for detecting 

hand movements in high rate and converting hand movements to computer 

commands. 

 

2.3 Previous works with real-time recognition   
 

Real time prediction of sign language is challenging due to the complexity involved 

in each stage of SLR. Works related to vision based real-time recognition of hand 

signs are reviewed for study. (Patel and Patel 2019) recommends a real-time 

Indian Sign Language system with an overall recognition rate of 98.7% using 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. A self-made database of 7920 images is 

collected using webcam, face detection helps in removal of face and hand portion 

is detected by applying skin colour detection algorithm by thresholding in YcbCr 

colour space. Histogram of oriented gradients helped to get the feature vectors. 

Performance of three classifiers Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest 

Neighbours (KNN) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) were compared.  The 

proposed system is implemented in MATLAB 2018a for real time detection. 

However, the system is trained for images and hence is static is nature and the all 

the images shown in the proposed work has user wearing full sleeves, since it’s a 

skin detection method the performance should have been tested for rolled up 

sleeves. 

 

(Tanvir et al. 2021) presented the real-time Bangla sign language detection by 

integrating Adaptive thresholding with 2D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

3600 hand sign images were collected and resized to 64*64 and applied to the 

CNN architecture with softmax output layer and compiled with Adam optimiser. The 

accuracy obtained is 99.72% however this is applicable only to static signs as only 

images are considered for the implementation. 
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2.4 BSL recognition using traditional methods 
 

Lot of work has been done for different sign language families. Here the focus is to 

systematically review the former works done for BSL recognition. Electronic search 

and screening are done on the Google Scholar database to identify closely related 

works. 

 

One of the most cited BSL recognition by (Liwicki and Everingham 2009) presented 

the automatic recognition of fingerspelled BSL words using a new dataset of 1000 

videos of 100 forenames. Colour models are used to estimate the skin, 

background, and clothing with spatial prior for hand segmentation. First the face is 

detected and masked, and a spatially varying colour model helps in detecting non-

hand label. Hand shapes are recognized using the Histogram of Oriented Gradient 

(HOG) descriptors and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) model is used for 

classification. 98.9% accuracy is obtained for 100 words; however, accuracy 

declines considerably as the lexicon size increases and words with similar spelling 

like ava/anna and Ella/Gemma fail during prediction showing the letter level 

recognition is not promising. The method treats both hands as a single shape 

descriptor and not tracked individually hence the palm-based letters L, M, N, R, V 

is difficult to be recognized in any orientation. The work has considered the 

application of fingerspelled words with edge detection technique (HOG) resulting 

in difficulty of recognising all the palm-signs like L, M, N, R, V and all the vowels. 

From the illustrations in the literature, it is noted from that the signer has covered 

the arms and testing with sleeves rolled up should have been validated as this is 

colour-based model. In comparison to this work, (Kumar 2022) has proposed a 

deep learning framework to tackle the hurdles of BSL recognition using CNN and 

techniques like conversion to grey scale, noise filtration by median filtering, 

improving hand texture using Gabor filtering, edge detection using Sobel edge 

filter. Otsu thresholding for conversion of image into binary image and 

Morphological filtering is to remove objects smaller or larger than a hand. The 
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training is done on the BSL finger spelled words and achieved a best accuracy of 

98% and f1_score of 98.4.  However, the model can be only applied to BSL 

fingerspelling and not tested for any other BSL signs. The model is trained and 

tested on the pre-saved videos and the real time testing and training for both left-

hand and right-hand user is not performed.  

 

(Rambhau 2013) proposed a real-time system for recognizing two hand gestures 

using image processing techniques – background subtraction, Skin Segmentation, 

Region Extraction, Feature Extraction (Gabor filtering), Pose Estimation, and HMM 

training. However, this is used for static alphabets in BSL, and success metrics are 

not explained. 

 

(Olszewska and Quinn 2019) developed an intelligent BSL recognition system 

embedded in the smartphone. A self-made dataset with 2600 images of 

fingerspelling is pre-processed and gradients are obtained using the Histogram of 

Oriented Gradient (HOG) technique. Support vector machine algorithm is used for 

classification achieving an accuracy of 99%. Training and testing did not cover both 

left and right-handed signs. Testing is done on 13,066 images and not on sequence 

of frames or videos.  

 

Similar work has been submitted by (RAJ and JASUJA 2018), using HOG and ANN 

for fingerspelling achieving an accuracy of 99.01%. The work has not considered 

testing for both right-hand and left-hand users. The implementation method shows 

the processing of a captured image, this limits the application to static images as 

video or sequences of frames are not considered in the for the experiment.  

 

(Bird et al. 2020) has used image classification and feature extraction using 

VGG16 CNN and MLP along with the 3D hand features vector extracted from a 

leap motion sensor. The multimodality approach achieved an overall training 

accuracy of 94.44% by classifying 18 gestures. They have also done the transfer 
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learning from BSL to ASL, classifying the similar 18 gestures with an accuracy of 

82.55%. However, it is observed that the accuracy of the unseen data is 76.5% 

because of the confusion in few classes. 

 

(Buckley et al. 2021) presented the vision-based prediction of 19 static BSL signs 

(13 alphabets and 6 numbers) making use of CNN architecture. Testing achieved 

an average accuracy of 89% and the real-time evaluation was performed using 

OpenCV to evaluate the effectiveness of the model.  

 

(Hameed et al. 2022) has presented a privacy-preserving method of BSL 

recognition using a radar sensor and deep learning techniques. The radar sensor 

collects the data and stores it as spectrograms and pre-trained models like 

InceptionV3, VGG16, and VGG19 were applied to classify the collected data. 

VGG16 outperformed the other two models with an accuracy of 93.33%. The user 

must stand 1.5 meters away from the radar and only 6 signs related to emotions 

are considered for this experiment. 

 

These works on BSL does not mention about the consideration of both left-hand 

and right-handed signers. In this work both the left-handed and right-handed 

signing are considered to avoid the bias. 

 

 2.5 Sign Language Recognition Using MediaPipe 
 

Above stated works uses traditional and common computer vision pre-processing 

techniques like background subtraction, skin non-kin segmentation, hand 

detection, and feature extraction and training mainly using HMM and CNN 

architecture. Research on latest techniques and models used for hand detection 

shows that MediaPipe is an effective framework launched by Google helping in 

easier detection and feature extraction of hand, pose, and face for Sign Language 

Detection. In 2019, MediaPipe was released for the public, allowing access for 
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researchers and developers with pretrained ML solutions for hand, face, pose 

detection. There are few works available for MediaPipe related to sign language 

recognition. 

 

(Halder and Tayade 2021) used MediaPipe along with Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) to detect the American signs (26 alphabets and 10 numbers), Indian (24 

alphabets), Italian (22 alphabets), and Turkey (10 numbers). Existing data sets of 

images are used for training and real time validation is performed. Average 

accuracy of 99% is achieved. However, the system is trained for static images and 

all the sample images shown in the work for the sign language families are of a 

single hand. 

 

In the research article presented by (Duy Khuat et al. 2021), MediPipe with LSTM 

is used to detect Vietnamese Sign Language. The dataset is self-made, however, 

only 15 words are used for the work. The paper mentions the overfitting of data 

due to invalid data frames. This is because the data analysis and data cleaning are 

not performed to oversee the invalid videos. The overall accuracy of 63% was 

achieved for this multi-hand sign detection. 

 

(Alvin et al. 2021) has applied MediaPipe hand solution with K-Nearest Neighbour 

(KNN) to classify and detect the American Sign Language. Work has included only 

the static signs and dynamic signs like ‘J’ and ‘Z’ are excluded. The dataset is self-

created for all 24 ASL alphabet and a 94% accuracy is obtained during model 

evaluation. Due to the weakness of KNN to handle large dimensions the researcher 

has excluded the z coordinate of the hand landmarks. 

 

A vision-based word recognition system is developed for Indian Sign Language by 

(Adhikary et al. 2021) and uses the concepts of MediaPipe and Random Forest 

Classifier. A self-made dataset of 2194 images for 11 classes are used in the work. 

The random forest classifier achieved 97.4% accuracy and performed better than 
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the decision tree and gradient boosting. It is noted the signs 10 out of 11 signs are 

single-handed. 

 

Recently, (Subramanian et al. 2022) presented an article on solving the challenges 

of sign language recognition by integrating MediaPipe with an optimized Gated 

Recurrent Unit (MOPGRU). 12 signs with 30 videos per sign are used in the work 

and achieved an accuracy of 95%. The proposed model outperformed the other 

recurrent neural networks like simple RNN, standard GRU, LSTM, BiGRU, and 

BiLSTM for the selected dataset. The work states that training LSTM and BiLSTM 

models were not beneficial for the datasets because of limited data for sequence 

prediction. 

 

Taking a deductive approach, considering the previous works and analysis, visual-

based BSL recognition system can be built using MediaPipe and deep learning 

models. This method is adopted to meet the objectives in-scope for the experiment 

like new data creation, easier pre-processing, real time validation of the application 

for both left-hand and right-hand users.  
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Table 1 summarises the closely related work on sign language recognition with 

Mediapipe. 

 

Author, Year Title Description  

Halder and Tayade 

2021 

Real-time Vernacular Sign 

Language Recognition using 

MediaPipe and Machine 

Learning 

MediaPipe along with 

Support Vector Machine for 

static images 

Duy Khuat et al. 2021 Vietnamese sign language 

detection using Mediapipe. 

MediPipe with LSTM is 

used to detect Vietnamese 

Sign Language for 15 

words 

Alvin et al. 2021 Hand Gesture Detection for 

Sign Language using Neural 

Network with Mediapipe 

MediaPipe with KNN to 

detect 24 static American 

Sign Language 

Adhikary et al. 2021 A Vision-based System for 

Recognition of Words used in 

Indian Sign Language Using 

MediaPipe 

MediaPipe and Random 

Forest Classifier for 11 

Classes  

Subramanian et 

al. 2022 

An integrated mediapipe-

optimized GRU model for 

Indian sign language 

recognition 

MediaPipe with an 

optimized Gated Recurrent 

Unit (MOPGRU) for 12 

signs 

Table 1-Related work on MediaPipe and Sign Language 
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3. Methodology 
 

This section outlines methods and process of implementation of the proposed BSL 

recognition system. The section explains the method of data collection for BSL 

hand signs. Data cleaning and pre-processing of the collected data. Covers the 

details of two suitable models for solving the research question.  Followed by the 

methods chosen for evaluation of the models. 

 

The BSL recognition application can be implemented by integrating computer 

vision techniques with machine learning methods. A supervised machine learning 

model is trained to recognise the patterns from the BSL dataset. The trained model 

is saved and used in the proposed application for real time prediction. Figure 3 

illustrates the architecture of the proposed model. In simple terms, by running the 

graphical user interface, camera gets activated and captures the hand sign frame-

by-frame and the implemented machine learning process extracts the features, 

predict the label of the sign, and displays as a text on the screen.  

 

 
Figure 3- Architecture of proposed model 

 

The complete work was planned and designed to cover three phases with defined 

methods. The phases along with the chosen methods are summarised in Table 2.   
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Phase Method Description 

Literature Review Database: Google Scholar 

The advance search filters in 

google scholar were used to 

screen and identify relevant 

papers. 

Google scholar is the search engine for 

credible journals and literature papers. 

For instance, relevant papers for 

Mediapipe were first filtered on papers 

with title “MediaPipe” and then screened 

to filters out based on “Mediapipe” AND 

“Sign Language”  

Development Stage 1- 

Data 

Collection 

• MediaPipe  

• OpenCv 

Self-made dataset utilising MediaPipe and 

OpenCv for required BSL signs. Data 

saved as NumPy file. 

Stage 2- 

 Pre-

processing 

• Algorithm 

implemented to 

identify the invalid 

data 

• Numerical encoding 

• One-Hot encoding 

• Train-Test Split 

Cleaning the invalid frames and pre-

processing for modelling for better 

performance. Enumerate function used for 

numerical encoding, to_categorical keras 

function for one-hot encoding 

Sklearn train_test_split for splitting the 

data 

 

Stage 3 – 

Selection of 

models 

Two suitable models 

identified through research: 

• GRU 

• LSTM 

The models identified are suitable to 

handle the dataset instances of sequence 

of frames  

Stage 4- 

Evaluation 

• Quantitative: 

Accuracy, F1_Score, 

Recall, Precision 

• Critical evaluation: 

Usability Check on 

real-time using 5 

signers  

Performance of the models can be 

compared based on quantitative analysis 

and the best model is chosen for critical 

evaluation of the system 

Real-Time implementation Streamlit  User friendly web application for graphical 

interaction with the system 

Table 2- List of methods 
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The development of the proposed system covers four stages of machine learning 

process focussing on the DCSA approach which is covered in the study material 

of the course (define the problem, collect the data, select the model, and apply the 

model). Figure 4 summarises the various stages and steps involved; following sub-

sections (3.2 - 3.6) explains each stage in detail. 

 

 
Figure 4-Stages covered for implementation 
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3.1 Development Requisites: 
 
The details of the hardware component used for the implementation is listed below. 

• Webcam: HP Wide Vision 720p HD camera 

• Computer: Windows 11, 8 GB DDR4-3200 MHz RAM, GPU-Intel® Iris® Xᵉ 

Graphics, Microprocessor -Intel Core i5-1155G7 (up to 4.5 GHz, 4 cores, 8 

threads) 

 

The software interpreter, python packages and libraries utilised for the building the 

application is enumerated. 

• Interpreter: Python 3.8 

• Computer Vision libraries: OpenCV-python v4.5.5.64, mediapipe v0.8.10 

• Libraries for machine learning: scikit-learn v1.0.2, keras v2.8.0, tensorflow 

v2.8.0 

• Libraries for visualisation: matplotlib v3.5.1 

• Libraries for GUI: streamlit v1.8.1  

• Other python libraries: pyttsx3 v2.90, pandas v1.4.0, numpy v1.22.2 

 

3.2 Data collection  
 

Continuous research is being conducted by researchers for solving the problem of 

real-time sign language recognition. Unlike the other sign languages like ASL, BSL 

datasets are not easily available as unrestricted public dataset from any of the 

machine learning repositories. In the previous works on BSL recognition, 

researchers have utilised self-created dataset for their study and development. 

Hence the primary step for this work is the collection of data for the required signs. 

There are multiple approaches for collecting the data. Videos of the signs can be 

collected from video sharing websites like YouTube. Another method is to self-

record the signs for a predefined frame rate and save the videos of each sign into 

corresponding folders. Both methods will also consume more memory to store the 

video data. 
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Less memory for data storage, privacy preservation and easy feature extraction 

and preprocessing are considered as the exit criteria for this stage. Hence the 

procedure adopted is to self-capture the required signs using webcam feed and 

directly process each frame and extract the key points from the region of interest 

(ROI) and save the co-ordinate values into a file instead of saving the frames as 

an image file. This approach will help in saving the space for data storage and 

easier feature extraction. The technique adopted for the approach is to extract the 

3D coordinates of hand landmarks using MediaPipe framework. 

 

MediaPipe is a free open-source customisable Machine learning solution for 

processing data live media and videos. It is a cross-platform framework that works 

across iOS, Android, desktop, cloud, web and IoT. Framework has different 

solutions for detecting face, hands, pose, iris, object, holistic etc. Here hands are 

considered as ROI and hence left and right hands landmarks from MediaPipe 

holistic solution is utilised for development. Hand component of holistic model has 

21 3D landmarks each for left and right hand as shown in figure 5. A landmark is 

defined key point in hand consisting of the a (x, y, z) co-ordinate. The x and y are 

normalised values [0, 1] with respect to the height and width of the image, whereas 

z value represents the depth and helps to understand how close the landmark is to 

the camera. Similarly, the MediaPipe face solution has 468 landmarks and pose 

with 33 landmarks. The key advantage of MediaPipe is the easy processing of 

images helping in reducing the computational cost. For any computer vision 

programming the important pre-processing steps considered are image scaling, 

noise reduction, image segmentation, skin colour detection and creating bounding 

box for detecting ROI. (Raval and Gajjar 2021) has explained the image processing 

steps like ROI detection, background reduction, skin color detection, grayscale 

conversion and rescaling used for real-time ASL recognition. (Shangeetha. et al. 

2012) has applied image segmentation, finger, and fingertip detection along with 

identification of palm identification, finger division and angle detection to identify 

the Indian Sign Language character recognition. MediaPipe holistic solution can 
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detect the ROI like hands, face, pose without being impacted by the background 

noise and the ability to work on RGB helps to irradicate the need of converting the 

image to grayscale for handling skin colour detection. Palm identification, finger 

detection with the finger division and tip detections are obtained from the hand 

landmarks. 

 

 

Figure 5-MediaPipe Hand Landmarks (source: Hands - mediapipe (google.github.io)) 

 

OpenCV is open-source computer vision library originally written in C and used for 

processing images and videos for accelerating the machine learning process. It 

can run on both desktop and mobile. The latest version of OpenCV module 

available in python is cv2, functions available in with the module will help in data 

collection and real-time validation. The other important cv2 functions used in the 

work are VideoCapture(0) helps to activate the inbuilt webcam and imread helps 

to read the images defaulted in BGR format. There are functions available in cv2 

to convert the default colour format to other formats like RGB or grayscale. An 

image can be displayed on the window using imshow. Puttext will help to write text 

on an image, release and destroyAllWindows to close the camera. 

 

Text to Speech conversion is applied in data collection helping the signer to change 

the action with a while signing. Pyttsx3 python library is used to give the necessary 

voice commands. For fingerspelling, a total of 120 video sequence (60 videos for 
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right-handed signs and 60 videos left-handed signs) are collected for each sign. 

Whereas for BSL words, a total of 180 video sequence (90 videos for right-handed 

signs and 90 videos left-handed signs) are collected for each sign. The camera can 

pick 30 frames in 1 second hence for each class a sequence of 30 frames is 

captured to form a 30fps video instance. The size of captured frame is 640*480.  

 

Category Classes Number of videos per class Frames per video 

Right-handed 
signer 

Left-Handed 
signer 

Fingerspelling 26 60 60 30 

BSL Word Signs 6 90 90 30 
Table 3-Summary of collected data 

 

For the data collection the required signs are referenced from (British Sign 

Language 2015 ) that has the collection of BSL fingerspelling and other BSL signs. 

These signs are cross verified with other sources before self-capturing the signs to 

ensure the quality of data collection. Figure 6 and figure 7 shows the signs for the 

finger spelling and selected works for the proposed work. 

 

 
Figure 6-Fingerspelling Chart (British Sign Language 2015 ) 

  

https://www.british-sign.co.uk/
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Figure 7-BSL words (British Sign Language, 2015) 

 

An automation script in python is executed to collect and save the data for each 

class. A main directory Alphabet_Data2 is created to store the sub folders of each 

class and below algorithm is implemented for data collection. 

Step 1:  Instantiate the MediaPipe holistic solution and drawing utility module 

Step 2: Define a function to process the captured frame 

Step 2.1 Convert to captured BGR frame to RGB  

Step 2.2 Process it with MediaPipe holistic solution defined in step 1.  

Step 2.3 The function will return the image and landmark result. 

Step 3: Define the function for drawing the landmarks on the detected frame 

 Step 3.1 Draw left-hand landmark using the drawing utilities in step 1 

           Step 3.2 Draw right-hand landmarks like step 3.1 

Step 4: Define the function for fetching the key point values (x, y, z) of left and right 

hands 

Step 4.1 Loop through each landmark extracted in step 2.3 and get the x, 

y, z values of each landmark flattened into an array 

           Step 4.2 If a hand is not detected, set the array elements as zero  
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  Step 4.3 Return an array concatenated with left hand and right-hand key 

points 

Step 5: Get the current working directory and set path for creating sub directories 

for each sign 

Step 6: Declare a list with the required signs as its elements and set variables for 

required number of videos and frames 

Step 7: For each sign, 

             Step 7.1 Loop through the number of videos  

Step 7.1.1 Automatically create the folders for each sign and 

subfolders for each video with the path defined in step 5 using python 

function makedirs. 

Step 8: Instantiate the function for text to voice conversion 

Step 9: For each sign, 

Step 9.1-Display the reference image of the sign 

Step 9.2-Add a voice command while starting the collection sign for              

altering the signer 

           Step 9.3-For each video, 

                Step 9.3.1-Loop through the required number of frames, 

(i) Fetch the frame and display the frame number being 

captured on the output feed   

(ii) Pass the frame to MediaPipe holistic model and draw the    

hand landmarks using function defined in step 3 

(iii)  Extract the key point values from the landmarks using  

                                    function defined in step 4 

(iv) Save the extracted key point values as a NumPy array file  

             in the respective video folder created in step 7.1.1                                 

Step 10: Add necessary delay between the collection of videos and between each 

of the signs helping the signer to reposition 
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Snippet of python code for the Step 9 of the algorithm for collecting the data 

keypoints by looping through the signs and videos are shown in figure 8. The voice 

commands are activated for the starting of collection of a sign using ‘say’ command 

in pyttsx3 module and text instruction get displayed for the collected sign and frame 

using cv2.putText function.  The waitKey (2000) will help in giving a delay of 2 

seconds for the signer to reposition at the starting of each video. 

 

 

Figure 8-Python code for the data collection algorithm 
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Figure 9 demonstrates the real-time collection of key points for a sample frame for 

sign ‘A’ captured by the webcam by executing the described algorithm. Left and 

right hands are detected by the MediaPipe solution, and the landmark drawings 

help to understand if the key points and related connections are appearing in the 

desired pattern. The keypoints are collected and saved as numpy array.  

 

 

Figure 9-Hand landmarks and connections 

 

Figure 10 illustrates the labelled directories created for each class (A-Z) and sub 

directories for corresponding videos (0-120). The 21 3D hand landmarks, each for 

right and left hand is extracted with a total of 126 key points i.e. (21*3 +21*3) from 

each frame and saved to respective video folder as a NumPy array file (.npy). 

 

Figure 10-Creation of directories(A-Z) and subdirectories (0-120) for data collection 
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Figure 11 exemplifies the (x, y, z) coordinate values of the 21 hand landmarks of a 

frame saved as a NumPy array file. The first 63 values are for the left-hand 

landmarks and the last 63 are for the right-hand landmarks. 

 

 
Figure 11-NumPy array file of the hand landmark 

 

The fingerspelling dataset is pre-processed, trained, and tested for two suitable 

models; the results are then compared to find the best suited model for solving the 

research problem. The same process of data collection with all landmark points 

available from MediaPipe holistic solution left hand, right hand, pose, and face is 

collected for 6 BSL words helping in any future extension of the work from words 

to sentences and dataset can be reused. However, for the current scope only the 

first 126 landmarks corresponding to left-hand and right-hand are considered. The 

pre-processing and modelling are performed for the dataset of six BSL word signs 

to analyse and compare the performance of the suggested model on both smaller 

and larger number of classes. The following section in this chapter explains the 

process based on the fingerspelling dataset. Since the same process is applied to 

the BSL word signs, the details for the BSL words are provided in the Appendix C. 
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3.3 Data Cleaning and Pre-processing 
 

The data needs to be cleansed before the training of the model, this is necessary 

for better performance and results. Pre-processing involves the transformation of 

the data making it suitable for the training. 

 

3.3.1 Data Cleaning  

 
Data analysis and data cleansing are early important steps in the machine learning 

process. The quality of the data ensures the performance of the model and 

effectiveness of prediction. Blurred frames and difference in lighting fails the 

detection of hands and hence the key point values get extracted as 0. These are 

invalid frames and needs to be handled before modelling. Analysis and validation 

of the captured frame is done to ensure the key point values of the left and right 

hand are extracted without invalid entries. Below algorithm is implemented as a 

python script to identify and print the list of frames failed to detect hands leaving 

the landmarks as zero. These invalid videos identified and recaptured to ensure 

the correctness of data. 

Step 1 For every sign in list of signs, repeat step 2 

Step 2 Declare an empty list to store the invalid video  

Step 1.2 Loop through the number of videos  

Step 1.2.1 Loop through the number of frames,  

(i) Read the NumPy array file and store it in a variable 

(ii) Check the elements in array are all zero  

(iii) If values are all zero and video number does not exist in array 

declared in step 1 

(iv) Append video number to list created in step 2 

           Step 1.3 Print the sign along with the list of invalid videos 
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Figure 12 show the invalid videos captured by executing the algorithm. There were 

three videos for alphabet ‘C’ where the hand landmarks were not captured for either 

of the hand. These videos are recaptured, and algorithm was re-executed to 

validate the videos are correctly captured. This check helps to ensure the 

correctness of data as illustrated in figure 13. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12-Result of algorithm showing invalid frame 

Figure 13-Result of algorithm after correcting the invalid instances 
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3.3.2 Pre-Processing  
 

Pre-processing is the technique of preparing the raw data for modelling. The x, y 

coordinate values obtained from the landmarks are in the range [0,1] as these are 

normalised with respect to the width and height of the image. Hence the difference 

in hand size will not impact the real-time detection.  

 

Numerical encoding the labels: Machine learning algorithms work with numerical 

predictors and so the categorical values need to be encoded to numerical values. 

Hence the class alphabets are converted to numerical values and stored as a 

dictionary of key-value pairs using enumerate function as shown in figure 14.  

 

 

Figure 14-Numerical encoding of labels 

 

One hot -encoding of labels: The feature and labels of all the video instances are 

stored into arrays for training the model. The feature data set will be the array of all 

the video instances of all the classes, hence it will have a total of 3120 i.e., 120*26 

instances. Each video instance having 30 frames with 126 features.  The label 

corresponding to each instance is stored into the label list. This label list needs to 

be one-hot encoded for setting the independent variable for training the neural 

network. To_categorical function from Keras helps in one-hot encoding of the label 

list, each element in the list is converted to a binary vector with ‘1’ at position of its 

index value. The one-hot encoding of labels will help during training as the model 

will be compiled with categorical crossentropy loss function which sends output in 

one-hot encoded form. 
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Sample of one-hot coded labels is illustrated in figure 15, first four rows show the 

one-hot coding of class A, and last four rows shows for class B. 

 

 

Figure 15-One-hot encoding of labels 

 

Train-Test Split: Splitting the data to train and test helps to check model 

performance on new set of unseen data. The data set is split to 80% train and 20% 

test data. Further 20% of train data is taken as validation data during training of the 

model. Table 4 shows the splitting of train and test data for fingerspelling, train data 

having 2496 videos and test data with 624 videos. Dependent variable y is 

converted to a matrix with number of columns equal to number of classes and rows 

equal to number of videos of binary values [0 ,1] using the one-hot coding. 

 

Available Data Features / Independent 

variable (X) 

Labels/ dependent variable (y) 

Total Data (3120, 30, 126) (3120, 26) 

Train Data (1997, 30, 126) (1997, 26) 

Validation Data (499,30, 126) (499,26) 

Test Data (624, 30, 126) (624, 26) 

Table 4-Train, Test & Validation split 

 

3.4 Model Selection and Evaluation 
 

This section outlines the implementation of Stage 3, first the history of the chosen 

models, architecture, advantages, and implementation of the models on BSL 

fingerspelling are explained. Followed by the details of the methods used for 

evaluation and model tuning.  
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(Yang et al. 2020) has done LSTM and GRU Neural Network Performance 

comparison study on Yelp dataset. The dataset used in the work is divided into 

categories of short text -small dataset (700), long text -small dataset (700), short 

text-large dataset(2K), and long text-large dataset(2K). The structure of GRU is 

simpler than LSTM, which reduces matrix multiplication and saves a lot of time 

without sacrificing performance. This holds true for only a small dataset. Hence the 

two chosen models for this work are LSTM, GRU to check the performance on the 

created dataset. 

 

3.4.1 Model 1: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)  
 

The project aims at predicting the signs from a real time video input. A video is a 

sequence of frames and hence the prediction should be based on the patterns 

obtained from the sequential data. LSTM being a sequential model is selected for 

the work because of its ability to learn the dependencies between the time steps 

that are far apart, unlike the standard Recurrent Neural Network lacking the ability 

to learn the long-term dependencies.  

 

LSTM is an advanced version of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) alleviating the 

shortcomings of RNN. A RNN network is suitable for recognising the patterns of a 

sequential data like text or videos with the help of hidden state storing the 

information from previous time step. However, RNN encounters the issue of 

vanishing gradient during the backpropagation through time (BPTT), hence vanilla 

RNN cannot handle long term dependencies. To mitigate the issue, Hochreiter, S. 

and Schmidhuber, J. introduced LSTM in 1997. Unlike RNN with single tanh layer, 

LSTM is a gated unit (forget gate, input gate and output gate) with four interacting 

layers (3 sigmoid and 1 tanh layer). Figure 16 shows the structure of a LSTM unit, 

each unit has three inputs hidden state of previous time step (ℎ𝑡−1), cell state of 

previous time step (𝐶𝑡−1) and current time step ( 𝑥𝑡) and two outputs i.e., current 

hidden state (ℎ𝑡)  and current cell state (𝐶𝑡). The inputs are regulated by three gates 
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i.e., forget gate, input gate and output gate. Forget gate with sigmoidal layer 

outputs (𝑓𝑡) 0 or 1 for inclusion or exclusion of information from previous cell state. 

Input gate (𝑖𝑡) with a sigmoidal and tanh layer determines what latest information 

to be added to the latest cell state. Output gate (𝑜𝑡) with sigmoidal layer decides 

what part of the cell sate information should be passed to the hidden state (ℎ𝑡).  

Formulation of a LSTM unit is mathematically explained in equations 1-6, 

 

𝑓𝑡=𝜎(𝑊𝑓.[ℎ𝑡−1,𝑥𝑡]+𝑏𝑓
   (1) 

𝑖𝑡=𝜎(𝑊𝑖.[ℎ𝑡−1,𝑥𝑡]+𝑏𝑖
   (2) 

�̃�𝑡=𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑐.[ℎ𝑡−1,𝑥𝑡]+𝑏𝑐
   (3) 

 𝐶𝑡=𝑓𝑡∗ 𝐶𝑡−1+𝑖𝑡∗�̃�𝑡
   (4) 

𝑜𝑡=𝜎(𝑊𝑜.[ℎ𝑡−1,𝑥𝑡]+𝑏𝑜
   (5) 

ℎ𝑡=𝑜𝑡∗ tanh (𝐶𝑡)    (6) 

 

 
Figure 16-LSTM cell structure 

 

Stacked LSTM: A deep neural network is created by stacking LSTM layers. Adding 

multiple LSTM layers will deepen the model and help to solve challenging 

sequence prediction problems. The sequence output of the first layer will be 

fetched as the input of the second layer and so on. Hence the hyperparameter 

return_sequence should be set to True for all layers except the last LSTM layer. 

Finally, the dense layers are added to the neural network to connect the neurons 
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from previous layers. The output of the final layer should have the same number of 

neurons as the number of classes here the final layer will return output from 26 

neurons. The complexity of the model depends on the layers and cells,  too many 

cells may overfit the LSTM and too few will not help in learning. Several 

combination of layers and LSTM units were tried to find a model that could return  

better performance on training and validation, this parameter tuning was performed 

while building the model.  

 

Figure 17 illustrates the model summary plotted using Keras plot_model for ease 

of understanding the stacked layers. 

 

 
Figure 17-Plotting of LSTM model summary 
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A sequential model with three LSTM layers is stacked with three dense layers. The 

ReLu is chosen as the activation function for the LSTM layers. Softmax function is 

given for the final dense layer as this is a multiclass classification problem. As 

stated by Sharma et al. (2020), Softmax is a combination of multiple sigmoid 

function and values returned within the range 0 to 1 by the softmax function can be 

treated as the probability of a particular class. ReLu (rectified linear unit) is efficient 

and widely used in neural networks as these do not activate all the neurons at the 

same time.  

 

Defined model is compiled and configured with Adam Optimizer, categorical 

crossentropy as loss metric and categorical accuracy as evaluation metric.  

Optimisers are algorithms that helps to adjust the weights of the network nodes by 

calculating the difference between true and predicted value. There are eight 

optimsers available in keras and Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) with default 

learning rate of 0.001, this is widely used in neural network training as it consumes 

little memory and efficient with large data or parameters. Categorical crossentropy 

loss function is used as this is a multi-class classification problem. Since the labels 

are one-hot encoded the categorical accuracy is used as the evaluation metric. 

Model is trained for the train dataset and validated for validation dataset in each 

epoch. The early stopping helps to monitor the validation loss and find the best 

epoch avoiding overfitting of the model. The epochs are set to 200 for training and 

hence the patience of early stopping is set to 15. According to article (Vijay 2020) 

the patience can be set to  10% of total epochs. 

 

3.4.2 Model 2: Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 
 

Gated Recurrent Unit is variation of the LSTM introduced by (Cho et al. 2014). Like 

LSTM the model can handle vanishing gradient with 2 gates, update and reset gate 

making computation and implementation simpler. Figure 18 shows the structure of 

an GRU unit with input 𝑋𝑡 at time step t and hidden state of previous time step 
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ℎ𝑡−1 . Update gate is like memory cell of LSTM that controls how much information 

from previous hidden state goes current hidden state. It adds  𝑋𝑡 and ℎ𝑡−1  and 

sigmoid activation function is applied resulting in an output (𝑍𝑡) ranging between 0 

and 1. Reset gate decides whether the previous hidden state should be ignored. 

Output from input and reset gate will decide the current hidden state ℎ𝑡 .  

Mathematically the GRU can be expressed as follows, 

 

𝑍𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑧𝑋𝑡 +  𝑈𝑧 ℎ𝑡−1) 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑟𝑋𝑡 + 𝑈𝑟 ℎ𝑡−1) 

ℎ`𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑊 𝑋𝑡 +  𝑟𝑡 . 𝑈ℎ𝑡−1) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑍𝑡 . ℎ𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝑍𝑡). ℎ`𝑡 

 

 
Figure 18-GRU cell structure (Kostadinov 2019) 

 

Implementation of GRU model is illustrated in figure 19. A sequential model is 

instantiated to stack the GRU layers and the dense layers. The arguments used 

for the building the GRU model is same as that of LSTM model. This will help to 

compare the number of parameters and the performance of both the models. Three 

layers of GRU with units (64, 64, 32) are stacked along with 3 dense layers (32, 

16, 26). Relu activation function is used in all layers except the final dense output 

layer where softmax function is applied. 
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Figure 19- Plotting of GRU model summary 

 

Model is compiled with Adam Optimiser, categorical_crossentropy as loss function 

and categorical accuracy as evaluation metric. The training loop is customised with 

EarlyStopping callback. Model is trained for train data set and the performance is 

monitored for the validation data (20% of train data). 

 

3.5 Evaluation and Tuning  
 

The performance of the model can be evaluated on the test data by assessing the 

success metrics such as accuracy, F1 score, precision, and recall. For a 

classification problem the F1_score, precision and recall can be extracted from the 

2D confusion matrix in addition to the overall accuracy of the model. 2D Confusion 

matrix gives an overall idea on the quality of prediction of each class with respect 

to another. Seaborn heatmap visualisation technique is applied on confusion matrix 

for displaying the magnitude of prediction of classes with varying hues. (Heydarian 

et al. 2022) explains the multilabel confusion matrix used for multi class 
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classification. A confusion matrix displays the prediction of all class in one concise 

view, whereas a multilabel confusion matrix creates class-wise confusion matrix in 

one-vs-rest way.  

 

The current work is a supervised classification problem with multiple labels, hence 

a multilabel confusion matrix is derived using from sklearn to see the performance 

of the model on each class. The class wise matrix helps in numerical analysis of 

each class. However, visualisation technique of matrix using heatmap is easy and 

simple to understand than this numerical analysis. 

 

As defined by (Sokolova and Lapalme 2009), precision is the number of correctly 

classified positive instances to the number of instances labelled by the program as 

positive. Recall or sensitivity is the fraction of correctly classified positive instances 

to the number of positive instances in the data. Recall gives the effectiveness of 

the model to identify positive labels, whereas precision shows the class agreement 

of the data labels with the positive labels given by the model. F1_score is the widely 

used performance metric formulated from combination of recall and precision. 

Mathematically, 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 

The best value of f1_score is 1 and for this work f1_score > 0.7 is taken as the 

threshold and accuracy threshold is chosen to be 90%. Keeping in view of the 

success metric threshold the model is tuned by changing the hyperparameters like 

LSTM or GRU units, dense layer units and train_test split ratio to get the best model 

with desired success scores. The hyperparameter tuning was the challenging part 

of the work to get the best model and the weights are restored using from the best 
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epoch using early stopping. The trained model is then saved as .h5 file with the 

model weights. Figure 20 and figure 21 shows the model summary for the 

implemented LSTM and GRU models with the number of trainable parameters. 

 

The models are given 200 epochs for training, GRU model training ran for 60 

epochs whereas LSTM model ran for 103 epochs, the training stopped by 

monitoring the performance on validation data for patience of 15 epoch. At the end 

of the set the weights from the best epoch get restored, the epoch from which no 

improvement happened to the validation loss.  

 

Apart from the training cost the performance metrics of the models should be 

considered for the selection of model. Results of performance metrics are detailed 

in chapter 4. 

 

3.6 Graphical User Interface 
 

The models are evaluated based on the defined success metrics and best suitable 

model is saved. Model is critically evaluated by testing the real-time prediction for 

five users by running the developed code in pycharm IDE. The python code 

developed for critical analysis of the saved model is integrated with graphical user 

interface (GUI) helping the user interact with the system through a web application. 

The adopted framework adopted for developing the GUI is Streamlit. The 

Figure 20- Number of parameters in LSTM model Figure 21-Number of parameters in GRU model 
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advantage of this open-source framework is the easy to develop web application 

using python scripts and thereby reducing the development time. It also helps in 

creating multi-page application with user friendly widgets. However, during the 

development of application, the direct live streaming in streamlit is slow compared 

to the OpenCV feed performance. Hence the developed application will help the 

user to interact using the button widgets and open the camera in the OpenCv 

window.  

 

A multipage streamlit application is developed with three pages. Figure 22 shows 

the Home page, briefing the details about the application with a designed logo. The 

sidebar provided in the page will help the user to navigate to the other pages. 

 

 

Figure 22- Home page of GUI 

 

Clicking the Hand-Chat for fingerspelling will load the page for finger spelling 

detection where the instructions for activating and de-activating the camera is 

given. The push button will help to open the webcam as an OpenCv window, the 

user can start signing and the predicted output will be printed on the webcam feed 

as shown in figure 20. Option ‘words’ on the sidebar loads the page for signing for 

the trained BSL words (Apple, Tea, Orange, Burger, Tomato, Cake). The user can 

access the webcam by clicking the start button and start signing, the prediction is 
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printed on the feed. The page is enabled with text to speech conversion hence the 

predicted word is also given as an audio output along with the text. 

 

Figure 23 shows the real-time fingerspelling recognition using the application, the 

signer is signing ‘D’ and the value is predicted and displayed as text along with 

the confidence bar. The voice commands are activated using pyttsx3 module by 

converting the predicted sign in text to speech. 

 

 
Figure 23- Real-time recognition of fingerspelling 

 
Figure 24 shows the detection of a BSL word ‘Tomato’, the prediction is displayed 

as text with confidence bar.  

 

Figure 24-Real-time recognition of BSL word 
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4. Results 
 

This chapter details the results obtained during the training of LSTM and GRU 

models for the BSL fingerspelling dataset. The methods and results for quantitative 

analysis and the output of critical evaluation is documented. 

 

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation 
 

The model evaluation helps to assess the performance of the model on the unseen 

test data. In this section the results of training vs validation and the defined success 

metrics are evaluated on the test data using visualisation techniques for easier 

analysis and understanding. 

 

4.1.1   Accuracy & Loss Plots 
 

Accuracy plots and loss plots for LSTM and GRU models for training and validation 

dataset is plotted using matplotlib. These plots help to visually analyse if the model 

is underfitting, overfitting or best fitting. The value of evaluation metric ‘categorical 

accuracy’ obtained at the end of each epoch for the training and validation data is 

plotted for obtaining the accuracy plot, whereas the categorical_crossentropy 

values at each epoch is plotted to obtain loss plot. With the EarlyStopping callback, 

the validation loss is monitored at each epoch. This is a regularisation technique to 

avoid overfitting, if the validation loss doesn’t change after certain epoch or if the 

validation loss starts to increase, then the model training is stopped. The training 

stopped for GRU model at the end of 60th epoch, the weights are restored from the 

best epoch resulting in training accuracy of 94.24% and validation accuracy of 

90.4%.  The model is then evaluated on the unseen test data, resulting in an 

accuracy of 91.5% for GRU. 
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Figure 25 shows the accuracy plot of GRU model, the model training accuracy 

grew from 57% in 10th epoch to 94% in epoch 60th. 

 

 
Figure 25-Accuracy plot of GRU 

 

Figure 26 displays the loss plot of GRU model, the model validation loss decreased 

from 1.2095 in 10th epoch to 0.3077 in 60th epoch. 

 
Figure 26-Loss plot of GRU 
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Figure 27 illustrates the LSTM model resulted in training accuracy of 95.29% and 

validation accuracy of 88.20%. The training accuracy grew from 20.24% in 10th 

epoch to 95.29% in 103rd epoch. The performance of the model is evaluated on 

the test dataset, LSTM gave the test accuracy of 94.23%.  

 

 
Figure 27-Accuracy plot of LSTM 

 

Figure 28 shows the loss plot of LSTM model, the model validation loss decreased 

from 2.3666 in 10th epoch to 0.3832 in 103rd epoch. 

 

 

Figure 28-Loss plot of LSTM 
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Table 5 summarises the accuracy obtained for train, validation, and test data for 

LSTM and GRU. 

Model Train Validation Test 

LSTM 95.25 88.2 94.23 

GRU 94.24 90.4 91.5 

Table 5-Train, validation & Test accuracy of LSTM, GRU 

 

4.1.2   Confusion Matrix 
 

A 2D confusion matrix (26*26) for 26 alphabets plotted for predicted vs true value, 

the diagonal elements represent the number of accurately predicted instances per 

class (True Positive) and the non-diagonal components represents false negative 

and false positive cases. The test data has an imbalance nature as the number of 

instances is not the same for all classes, hence a normalised confusion matrix is 

chosen over the simple confusion matrix for making a proper conclusion on the 

percentage of prediction. A normalised confusion matrix is plotted as shown in 

figure 29. 

 

 

Figure 29-Normalised confusion matrix for LSTM 
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The normalised confusion matrix for LSTM model shows there are nine classes 

with TP= 1, twelve classes with 0.9-1, four classes with 0.8-0.9 and one class with 

0.72. 

 

Figure 30, Normalised confusion matrix for GRU shows there are seven classes 

with TP= 1, nine classes with 0.9-1, eight classes with 0.8-0.9 and one class with 

0.73 and one class with 0.68. 

 

Figure 30-Normalised confusion matrix for GRU 

 

4.1.3   Multi-Label Confusion Matrix 
  

Figure 31 shows the multilabel confusion matrix for LSTM model prediction with 

first few classes. The sub matrix of the classes is sorted within the confusion matrix 

according to the label. For example, class 0 -alphabet A, 18 instances are correctly 

predicted (TP). 1 instance of False negative and 0 instances of False positive. On 

manual analysis of the 26 classes, ‘I’, ‘N’,’O’, ‘V’ labels gave a greater number of 

False negatives (FN) and False positive (FP). For instance, class ‘I’ with 3 False 

Positives and 7 False negatives 18 True positives and 598 True Negatives.  
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Figure 31-Multilabel confusion matrix for LSTM 

 

Multilabel confusion matrix for GRU, the classes like ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘J’, ‘L’, ‘N’, ‘O’,’X’ has 

more FN and (FP) count over the other classes. For example, class ‘I’ has 7 FP, 5 

FN ,21 TP and 597 TN instances. The balance of FN & FP can be analysed by 

calculating the F1 Score, a critical metric for evaluation of any classification 

problem. 

 

4.1.4   F1 Score 
 

Accuracy and True positives alone cannot determine the performance of the 

model. The False negatives and False positives are also key factors for evaluating 

the model to understand the misses and incorrect classification. Recall focusses 

false negative whereas precision on false positive. To consider a harmonic mean 

of both these parameters the F1_score is considered critical as it can be applied 

for imbalanced dataset where both false negative and false positives are important.  

Figure 32 illustrates the bar graph obtained for f1_score of each class for LSTM 

model. F1_score value range between 0 to 1, where f1_score =1 shows the best 

prediction. F1_score value of 0.9 is kept as the threshold, keeping an eye on the 
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this there are four classes (alphabets ‘I’, ‘N’, ‘O’, ‘V’) falling under 0.9. The minimum 

value is for class ‘O’ with 0.63. 

 

 

Figure 32-F1_Score of LSTM 

 

Figure 33 shows the f1 scores of each class obtained for the GRU model prediction. 

There are eight classes (alphabets – ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘J’, ‘L’, ‘N’, ‘O’, ‘U’, ‘X’) with f1 score 

less than 0.9. Class ‘O’ gives the minimum f1 score value of 0.69.  

 

 
Figure 33-F1_Score of GRU 
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Table 6 compares the F1 Score, recall and precision values obtained from LSTM 

and GRU model prediction.  

Class Label 
LSTM GRU 

F1_score Recall Precision F1_score Recall Precision 

0 A 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.86 

1 B 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.88 

2 C 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

3 D 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.96 1.00 

4 E 0.96 1.00 0.93 0.88 0.81 0.95 

5 F 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.87 

6 G 0.97 0.94 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.95 

7 H 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.96 0.93 

8 I 0.78 0.72 0.86 0.77 0.80 0.74 

9 J 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.88 0.88 0.88 

10 K 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.97 0.88 

11 L 0.93 0.96 0.89 0.86 0.81 0.91 

12 M 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.96 0.85 

13 N 0.89 0.80 1.00 0.81 0.84 0.78 

14 O 0.63 0.80 0.52 0.69 0.73 0.65 

15 P 0.98 0.95 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 

16 Q 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.96 

17 R 0.91 0.95 0.88 0.98 1.00 0.96 

18 S 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.98 1.00 0.96 

19 T 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.95 1.00 0.90 

20 U 0.90 0.85 0.96 0.89 0.81 1.00 

21 V 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.93 0.89 0.96 

22 W 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

23 X 0.95 0.91 1.00 0.81 0.68 1.00 

24 Y 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.00 

25 Z 0.98 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.97 1.00 

Overall 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.91 0.92 
Table 6-F1 Score, Recall, Precision of LSTM & GRU 

 

4.2 Critical Evaluation  
 

The real-time validation of the selected model (LSTM) is carried out to evaluate 

how well the model can perform in real time prediction before deploying the model 

to the graphical user interface. Testing is performed with five signers, where 

webcam is activated, and the signer will start fingerspelling a sign. The frames are 
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captured from the feed and features get extracted, the saved model is used to 

predict the label of the action. If the predicted output matches the expected sign, 

the user enters an input value ‘T’ (True) else enters it as ‘F’ (False) and this gets 

stored to an array. Similarly, all signs are captured with its label and input status.  

Table 7 records the results obtained from the five signers for both right- and left-

hand fingerspelling signs. The model is then integrated to the web application GUI 

for user access. 

 

Alphabets 

Right Left 

Percentage 
Signer 
1 

Signer 
2 

Signer 
3 

Signer 
4 

Signer 
5 

Signer 
1 

Signer 
2 

Signer 
3 

Signer 
4 

Signer 
5 

A T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

B T F F F F T T T F T 50% 

C T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

D F T T T T T T T T T 90% 

E T T T T T T T T F F 80% 

F T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

G T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

H T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

I F T T T F T F F T F 50% 

J T F T T T T T F T T 80% 

K T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

L T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

M T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

N T T T T T T T T T F 90% 

O T T F T F F F F F F 30% 

P T T T T T T T T T F 90% 

Q T T T T T T T T F T 90% 

R T F T T F T F T T T 70% 

S T T T T T T T F T F 80% 

T T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

U T T T T F T T T F F 70% 

V T F T T T T T F T T 80% 

W T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

X T F T T T T F T T T 80% 

Y T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

Z T T T T T T T T T T 100% 

Overall Accuracy     86% 
Table 7-Result of critical evaluation 
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5. Discussion 
 

The metrics and results are analysed to choose the best model for solving this 

research problem. The test accuracy obtained for LSTM and GRU are comparable, 

accuracy of LSTM is 94.23 whereas GRU accuracy is 91.5. The other performance 

metrics are important for the selection of the best model. 

 

The results of normalised confusion matrix has given insights on the true positive 

of each class, LSTM model all the classes are predicted with more than 80% 

accuracy, except for class 8 corresponding to ‘I’ with 72%.Whereas for GRU the 

alphabets ‘X’ (class 23) is predicted 68% correctly and ‘O’ (class 14) 73% correctly 

and all other fingerspelling are predicted with more than 80.This shows LSTM and 

GRU  could detect most of the classes accurately. 

 

The manual analysis of multilabel confusion matrix for the 26 classes, for LSTM 

the classes ‘I’, ‘N’,’O’, ‘V’ labels gave a greater number of False negatives (FN) and 

False positive (FP). For instance, class ‘I’ with 3 False Positives and 7 False 

negatives 18 True positives and 598 True Negatives. Whereas for GRU, the 

classes like ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘J’, ‘L’, ‘N’, ‘O’,’X’ has more FN and (FP) count over the other 

classes. For example, class ‘I’ has 7 FP, 5 FN ,21 TP and 597 TN instances. Hence 

LSTM had less misclassification. 

 

Comparing the F1 score values of two models, both performed the least for class 

‘O’ LSTM with F1_score =0.63 and GRU with 0.69. However, LSTM gave better 

scores for 22 classes whereas GRU performed well for 18 classes. Overall 

f1_score for LSTM is 0.94 and GRU is 0.91 Hence LSTM is selected and critically 

evaluated in real-time validation. 

 

In terms of training, LSTM has a greater number of trainable parameters (96362) 

than GRU (73258 trainable parameters), this shows the training of GRU will be 

slightly faster as the number of parameters increase the calculation and weight 
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adjustment during each epoch. However, the training process is not complex for 

the used dataset and the computational cost is not high. 

 

It is also noted that for a smaller data set of 6 BSL words with 180 videos per class 

the LSTM model could give 99.5% accuracy and f1_score=1, this shows t more 

data instances for BSL fingerspelling will help to achieve better performance with 

LSTM model. 

 

Author, Year Description  Performance 

Halder and 

Tayade 2021 

MediaPipe along with Support Vector Machine for static images: 

American signs (26 alphabets and 10 numbers), Indian (24 

alphabets), Italian (22 alphabets), and Turkey (10 numbers) 

99% 

Duy Khuat et 

al. 2021 

MediPipe with LSTM is used to detect Vietnamese Sign 

Language for 15 words 

63% 

Alvin et 

al. 2021 

MediaPipe with KNN to detect 24 static American Sign 

Language 

94% 

Adhikary et 

al. 2021 

MediaPipe and Random Forest Classifier for 11 Classes  97.4% 

Subramanian

 et al. 2022 

MediaPipe with an optimized Gated Recurrent Unit (MOPGRU) 

for 12 signs 

95% 

Current 

Work 

MediaPipe with LSTM for BSL hand signs  

26 BSL alphabet  94.23% 

6 BSL words 99.0% 

Table 8-Comparison with related works 

Table 8 shows the comparison with the previous works on MediaPipe and sign 

language recognition. The LSTM model could achieve a good accuracy of 94.23% 

for 26 classes compared to the (Adhikary et al. 2021) with 11 classes, 

(Subramanian et al. 2022) with 12 classes and (Alvin et al. 2021) with 24 static 

classes. (Halder and Tayade 2021) has got better accuracy however the dataset 

is of single hand signs. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

Sign language recognition is an area of active research and researchers are using 

several new techniques to meet the real-time recognition of signs of different sign 

language families. The research is fuelled using artificial intelligence and different 

machine learning models. Computer vision techniques help in building inexpensive 

vision-based recognition system for easier user access. The deep learning models 

have proved to outperform the other classification model to handle the real-time 

dynamic signs. The most used algorithm for image classification is the CNN model, 

however for the sequential data like the videos or continuous frames the recurrent 

neural networks like LSTM, GRU and their extended models are used because of 

the ability to remember the required information.  

In this work, the feasible method of data collection and latest techniques of feature 

extraction is adopted for BSL fingerspelling and selected signs. The data collection 

is a challenging step in the process and collected from real-time capturing of frames 

using OpenCv. To effectively handle the storage capacity of the collected data, 

features are directly extracted during real time data collection using MediaPipe. 

This method has helped to handle larger number of frames in the form of NumPy 

array with the hand feature coordinates. This technique has also helped in reducing 

the complex pre-processing steps usually involved in an image classification 

problem. GRU and LSTM are adopted as the two suitable models as it can handle 

the series data. For the created dataset LSTM outperformed GRU with an overall 

f1 score of 0.94 and test data accuracy of 94.23 % which were the key measures 

of success. Critical evaluation helped to understand the performance of system in 

real-time and achieved 86% accuracy by testing with five signers. Streamlit web 

application helped to provide an easy and simple GUI.  

This work has been able to cover the objectives of achieving the aim of developing 

the application for BSL sign language recognition with the proposed methods and 

methodology. 
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7. Limitations & Future Works  
 

7.1 Limitations 
 

MediaPipe solution has helped in identification of BSL signs trained using the 

machine learning models, however flickering of the landmarks are observed in real-

time.  

The collected data has an orientation limitation for the palm signs as L, M, N are 

trained in an orientation with dorsal side of non-dominant palm facing the camera, 

whereas the R, V are trained for the palmer side of non-dominant side facing the 

camera. Current work scope is limited to hands as area of interest for fingerspelling 

and words. 

The detection is not impacted by cluttered background or objects but seems to be 

impacted when multiple people and hands appear on screen during real-time 

detection.  

 

7.2 Future Works  
 

Current work has focussed on the static and dynamic hand sign and finger spelling 

detections for left- hand and right-hand users. The work can be extended for 

continuous sign language detection of sentences along with body postures and 

face expressions for larger vocabulary of words. This will help in building a fully 

trained BSL recognition system for real-time application.   
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9. Appendices 
 

9.1 Appendix A: Ethics Application 
 

 

 

 
Figure 34-Ethics 1 
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Figure 35-Ethics 2 
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Figure 36-Ethics3 
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9.2 Appendix B: Development Codes 
 

Implementation Code in the form of PDF 

Data Collection for Fingerspelling 

 

 
Training for fingerspelling 

 

 
Data collection for 6 BSL Words 

 

 
Training for BSL words 

 

 
Critical Evaluation 

 
GUI 
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9.3 Appendix C: BSL Words Results 
 

Six words trained with LSTM with same architecture, data trained for 48 epochs and the 

weights got restored by early stopping, training accuracy is 99.42% and validation 

accuracy is 98.84%.  

 

 
Figure 37-Accuracy Plot of BSL words 

 

Accuracy for test data is 99.07 and overall F1 scores =0.9 

 
Figure 38-F1_Scores of words  
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Recall is plotted to see the number of FN and TN , the class ‘Tea’ has recall 0.93 , rest  

five classes have recall of 1. 

 
Figure 39-Recall of words 

 

The model trained and tested for six words with 180 videos per class had greater 

accuracy, this shows with less classes the performance in terms of accuracy is more. 


